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FIRST FRESIIMAN
TRACK MEET
SATI:RDAY

Z 205

Vie ttl

Speech Tilt
Includes 200
Nearly two hundad student, from
Maine high schools and academies
competed here Friday. April 26, in
the thirty-eighth annual state of Maine
speaking and reading contest. Those
who placed first according to divisions are:
Declamation, Charles Brown. Newport High School; Extemporaneous,
Nicholas Brountas, Bangor High
School; Original oratory, Lawrence
Spellman, Lewiston High School;
Humorous reading, Elizabeth Hamiltton, Winter Harbor High School;
Serious reading, Bernadette Dutille,
Waterville High School.
The winners in the two experimental contests, radio speaking and group
discussion, were:
Radio speaking, boys, Weston Evans, Orono; Radio speaking, girls,
Barbara True, Denmark; Group discussion, section A, Philip Day, Orono; section B, W. Robert Levin,
Lewiston.
The winners of first place in serious
and humorous reading, original oratory, declamation, and extemporaneous
speaking broadcast from Lord Hall
over Station VVLBZ, Bangor, Saturday morning from 10:30 to 11:30.
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No. 25

Miss McAfee
Junior Day Speaker Talks
To Be Honors On 'This Muddled World'
Day Speaker
and

the frank
Monday night that though the "whites" slightly cynical "Judith," constantly
may be beaten they are never whipped. pursued by an overweight lumberman
Through three acts and six scenes the from Wisconsin, made the most of her
play Stage Door was excellently paced punchy lines and played them all for
a laugh. Her trenchant humor fitted
by the many players in the cast.
They achieved a proper proportion of in well with the tone of the play.
It would be impossible to run
humor and humanness—substance beneath the froth. The story of these trough the entire cast to distribute
daughters of the theatre, with its credit where credit is due, for each
varying moods, lost none of its appeal member of the lengthy cast was more
than adequate in his or her role;
in the Maine Masque production.
Virginia May was striking in the Barbara Asrworth, who went to Hollyrole of "Terry Randall." The sinceri- wood for fame and case; George
ty of her performance was matched Schmidt, who returned to the theatre,
only by the ease with which she carried his first love; William Dow, who made
off the role. Her interpretation of the bit part of the movie magnate
the character of the stage-struck girl "Adolph Gretzel" one of the high spots
who clung to her goal and ideals, in of the play; and all the other players
spite of the fleshpots of Hollywood, in the cast who made the final Masque
play of the present season a complete
will not be forgotten.
The character "Keith Burgess" had success.
The setting for the play, designed
a slightly Clifford Odetish tinge and
Philip Pierce was commendable as the by Bud Godwin, was obviously done
writer for the masses who succumbed with great care.
to the gold and tinsel of the classes. The Masque production of "Stage
He portrayed the brash young left- Door" ably demonstrated the value of
winger with a great deal of vim and such a dramatic organization, both to
vigor which increased the appeal of the students participating in all the
the cocksure playwright. We liked phases of the work and to the audience
for whom they labor.
him in the role.

Mrs. Mabelle II. Brown, the first
woman trustee at the University of
Maine. will be the guest speaker at
the All-Maine Women Banquet to be
held at 6:30, May 8, at the Bangor
House. Her topic will be "Design for
Living."
Other speakers will be Gertrude
Tombeau, represenling the present AllMaine Vomen; Lucille Hall, the
YWCA.; Helen Wormwood, the
\Vomen's Student Government; Martha Hutchins, the Women's Athletic
Association. Elizabeth Libbcy, president of the All-Maine Women, will be
toastmistress.
At this time All-Maine Women for
the coming year will be chosen from
the junior and senior classes. An honorary member will be chosen from
women interested in the University.
Qualities which determine the selection of All-Maine Women are loyalty, service, and character. Membership is the highest non-scholastic honor
on campus. At the banquet will be
representatives from all women organizations of the University.

Prof. J. Anton de Haas, professor

Scholarships
Are To Be
Announced
Mildred H. McAfee, president of
Wellesley College, will speak on "The
Scholar in the Modern World" as the
address at the annual Scholarship Recognition Day exercises, which will be
held in the Memorial Gymnasium at
9:30 a.m., Thursday, May 9, it was
announced from the office of President
Arthur A. Hauck this week.
President Hauck will announce the
recipients of some four score annual
scholarships and prizes. Friends of
the University and die students are
invited to attend the exercises.
President McAfee, who, when she
was appointed to the responsibilities
of her office at the age of 36, was one
of the youngest executives to head a
major college in this country, has had
wide experience in both education and
administration. Following her graduation from Vassar in 1920, she taught
French, English, economics, and sociology, and social sciences, and was a
member of the teaching staffs of grammar and high schools, of normal schools
and colleges, and a summer school for
industrial workers. She served as a
dean in two colleges and for an interval was executive secretary of the
(Continued on Page Four)

Senior Skulls
Tap Nine
'41 Leaders

of international relations at the Harvard graduate school of business administration, was the guest speaker at

Nine members of the Class of 1941,
leaders on the campus and on the
morning in the Memorial Gymnasium. athletic field, were tapped for Senior
Ile spoke on the topic "This Muddled Skulls, highest non-scholastic society
at the University, at the conclusion
World."
of the Junior Day Assembly this
James Harris, president of the ju- morning.
nior class, and George Ellis, class
They were:
chaplain, were student speakers.
Charles Joseph Arbor
At the conclusion of the assembly,
Rockwood Norton Berry
as the students were leaving the gym,
Kenneth Wilbur Blaisdell
members of the Senior Skulls, highHoward Lincoln Ehrlenliada
est non-scholastic organization on
campus, tapped nine new members
Jame, 9.imam Harris
PROF. J. ANTON DE HAAS

from the junior class.

600 Hear Lennie Lizott
At First Pan Hel Formal

Lawrence Babbitt Kelley
iteariss
Roger Austin ,

Local Business
Miss Howe
Research May
To Discuss
Business Work Be Made Here

Seniors To be
Guests at Fair

Registration Date
Set for Arts

3 Phi Mu Delta,
2 Each from SAE,
Phi Eta Honored

the annual Junior Day assembly this

Clements Given
Danforth Award

Samuel Edwin Tracy
Maurice Han ard Whitten

Arbor is a varsity halfback and
basketball guard. Last year he was
chairman of his class executive comThis year lie is a proctor in
Nathanael II. Engle, assistant direc- mittee.
a freshman dormitory. He is a memtor of the bureau of foreign and domesber of the athletic association and is
tic commerce in the Department of a pledge to Kappa Sigma.
Commerce, will visit Maine Thursday
Berry has been on the dean's list
to discuss a program designed to dethree semesters. He is a member of
velop localized business research by
Alpha Zeta, Scabbard and Blade, and
the Univcristy with President Arthur
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Allen,
of
A. Hauck, Dean Edward J.
class treasurer
the College of Arts and Sciences, Prof. Blaisdell has been
student library
H. B. Kirshen, head of the department and a member of the
distance
of economics and sociology, and Prof. campaign committee. He is a
man on the varsity track team and a
Walter W. Chadbourne.
cross-country runner. His fraterniThe program, which is to be carty is Phi Kappa Sigma.
ried out with the assistance of a conEhrlenbach has been on the dean's
sulting service set up in Washington
captain
to prevent duplication of effort, is ex- list two semesters. He was a
compected to be of special interest to small of the student library campaign
cross-country
varsity
mittee.
He
is
a
locality.
Mr.
Engle
businesses in each
has already discussed the plan with and distance runner, and a member
authorities of 45 universities in 35 of Phi Eta Kappa.
Harris is president of his class and
states.
a varsity football lineman. He is a
Dr. Engle, who did is undergraduate
freshman dormitory proctor. He will
study at Washington State College
be the senior member of the athletic
and his doctoral work at the University
association next year, and is a member
of Michigan, has had wide experience
of Phi Mu Delta.
in industry and trade, in teaching, and
Kelley is business manager of the
in research and statistical work.
Prism, secretary of the Maine Day
Prof. Chadbourne for the last fif- committee, a member of Scabbard and
teen months has been issuing from the Blade, and president of Phi Mu Delta.
department of economics a monthly
Stearns was recently elected presibulletin of general business conditions dent of the athletic association for
in the state of Maine, based on such next year. Last year he was vice
statistics as car-loadings, manufactur- president of his class. He is a freshing production, and bank clearings, man proctor, and a member of Phi
which are indicative of local small Mu Delta. Stearns at end was a
business affairs.
sensational pass receiver and a high
(Continued on Page Four)

Miss H. Adele Howe, personnel director of Burdett College, Boston, will
visit the University on May 9 to discuss with students the post-graduate
business training.
Miss Howe, who will visit Orono
under the auspices of the Placement
Bureau and Dean Edith Wilson, has
beds oil canipus in past years, having
Van Alexander, famous composer
participated in Vocations Week proand band leader, will play for the
grams and other opportunities to acJunior Prom to be held Friday evequaint students with business training.
ning, May 3, at 9:00 p.m. The writer
Three University of Maine seniors
Miss Howe will be in the Placement
of "A Tisket a Tasket," "Got a Pebble and a member of the faculty are to be Bureau at 12 Fernald Hall on Thursin My Shoe," and numerous other guests of the General Motors Corpora- day, May 9, following the assembly, at
tunes, he is well known throughout tion at the New York World's Fair 10:30 am., and will interview any stunext 'Monday, President Arthur A. dents who may be interested in busithe world of music.
Hauck announced this week. The in- ness training. Students who wish to
The Prom committee is made up of
vitation came from Alfred P. Sloan, see Miss Howe are requested to make
Samuel E. Tracy, Jr., chairman, VirJr., chairman of the corporation.
an appointment with the Placement
ginia C. Jewett, Elizabeth M. Emery,
The students are John D. Carlisle of Director.
Brooks Brown, Jr., and Roderic A.
Bangor, a senior in business adminiGardner.
stration, Walter E. Hanley of Orono,
a senior in agricultural economics, and
Eugene 0. Russell of Yarmouth, a
senior in chemical engineering. Prof.
Basil C. Clements,'43, of the College
Walter W. Chadbourne, of the departPreliminary registration for the Ctil- ment of economics and sociology, edi- of Agriculture, has been awarded the
lege of Arts and Sciences will be held tor of the university's monthly bulletin Danforth Fellows Scholarship for 1940,
of business conditions in Maine, will it was announced this week. The felthe week of May 13.
lowship covers the tuition to a two
accompany them.
Sophomores should see Dean EdThe group, who will stay at the weeks' leadership training course at
ward Allen the week of May 6 in
Biltmore Hotel while they are in New the American Youth Foundation camp
regard to selecting their major advisers.
York City, will join student and facul- on Lake Michigan at Shelby, MichiSophomores may obtain the results of
ty representatives from other universi- gan, and is a joint award of the Dantheir co-operative tests from their presties in a tour of the fair, including, of forth Foundation, St. Louis, Mo., and
ent advisers during the same period.
course, the General Motors "Futu- the local chapter of Alpha Zeta.
rasna," and a stage presentation of The award was made by a committee
modern industrial science. Following under the chairmanship of Edward J.
a dinner at which there will be a few Cook, Jr., '40, last year's Danforth
brief talks, a panel of industrial and Foundation Summer Fellowship junior
technical experts will discuss sonic of appointee, and is based upon qualities
Margaret Sawyer has been awarded
the problems which youth and industry of rural leadership. The course will
the Delta Delta Delta Alumni scholarface. The student guests have been be in session front August 12 to 15.
ship, given annually to the highest
ett. of Pi Beta Phi, to Gloria Miniutti. asked to send in questions which they
ranking senior in the sorority, it was
From all reports the orchestra, led would like to have discussed.
announced at the annual spring banMiss Wilson Speaks to
by Lennie Lizzott of "swing and trott"
quet held at the Bangor House April
fame in the Lewiston area, went over as
Vanguards on Europe
27.
well as any orchestra this year. Per- Government Class Hears
Miss E. Faye Wilson, of the departMiss Rachel Connor, of the Bangor
sonally, we liked it.
Brewer City Manager
ment of History and Government, will Alliance, spoke, as did Alice Ann DonWe noticed several couples in particular that were having lots of fun. Of Fred Farnsworth, the city manager address a meeting of the Vanguards on ovan, toastmistress, Jeanne Patten,
course, we don't like to mention names, of Brewer, was the guest speaker be- "The Present European Situation," Barbara Emmons, Dora West, and
but—did you see Priscilla Bickford and fore the Maine Governinent class Sunday evening at 7:30 p.m., it was Rachel Kent. Corsages were given to
announced this week.
twenty-one students initiated this year.
Harry, Polly Jellison and Art? We April 30.
He opened his lecture saying, "PeoThe group will meet at the Loft The committee in charge of arrangenoticed sonic unusual combinations—it
was the girls' chance to ask and we ple are thinking about government to- of the Fellowship Church, 23 Bennoch ments included Margaret Peaslee,
hear that some boys were "dated" way day more than ever before. This is Street, in Orono. Refreshments will Priscilla Thomas, Marion Hines, and
due mostly to the malfeasances in be served following the discussion.
Barbara Young.
ahead to avoid the last minute rush.
The first few dances we certainly state government."
The greatest growth in the city manmissed not having sorority booths in
which to meet our partners. We went ager plan was shown in 1939 in both
around staring in people's faces like Maine and the nation since it origiDiogenes looking for an honest man. nated in N'irgina 30 years ago. He
It did give us an opportunity to see stated that county managers are new,
the evening clothes at close range. We but although "politicians oppose the
struck upon the idea of waiting in system, it will continue to grow."
What is it? Who is buried there? University of Maine as a curiosity; its
He said that the manager should be
the center of the floor until "found."
mystery.
Why
was the boulder placed in the age and background are still a
This worked—until we had waited a non-political technical executive. The
At first it was supposed that the boulabout 5 minutes, only to discover that manager system is the "answer to the concrete slab in front of Wingate der was glacial in origin but later
our partners were behind us staring e,itiffict of democracy and efficiency Hall?
information and examination proved
and enables long-term planning and
off in the opposite direction.
In 1931 the Great Northern Paper differently. The rock was deposited
We had the usual qualms before go- continuity of policy." The manager Company was having work done on in a warm sea which completely coving through the receiving line. But is the adviser to all departments and Ripogenus Dam. Some twenty feet ered Maine during the Upper Silurian
of solid rock was blasted out of the period about 350,000,000 years ago!
there were so many familiar faces that services come directly to I •
Ile belies-es that it is wrong to give ledge wall of Rijx)genus Gorge to make
About Ripogenus the sea was rich in
we even ended with our names intact.
Florist shops must have had a good the manager too much publicity thus way for the road. Imbedded in it was corals and other animals which have
day last Friday. Lots of orchids submerging the council. The council the intraformational conglomerate boul- remained in the ledge as fossils. Mr.
found their way out, too. Many girls is the real head of city government der which is now here at the Univer- E. H. Perkins, a former professor of
geology at Colby College, thought that
had flowers in their hair. W'e noticed and is responsible to the people for the sity.
one girl with a "nosegay" in her functions of government. Ile stressed
The fact that a conglomerate boul- as the conglomerates in the ledge are
hand—quite effective on a "White" the danger of a too large council be- der should appear in a solid ledge is made up of jumbled masses of litnecause factions are likely to arise.
background.
a geological freak. Mr. Prouty, a stones and fossils in a lime matrix, the
The five sororities showed a fine
Donald I). Garcelon, -,:hairman of consulting engineer and a graduate of rock was f,-med by collected storm
spirit of cooperation in making the the Maine Industrial Accident Com- Maine called it to the attention of the wreckage on the floor of a shallow
sea rather than material washed in
dance successful. Polly Cooper, as mission, will be the guest lecturer next superintendent, Mr. C. M. Hilton.
chairman, deserves much credit.
Tuesday.
The formation was brought to the from elsewhere.

First Woman Junior Prom
Trustee Will
In Memorial
Speak to AMW Gym Tonight

Maine's first Panhellenic formal
dance, held April 26 in the Memorial
Gym, was a big success.
About 300 fellows wilted in tuxes
and stiff collars before the evening was
over. The girls looked fresh and spring
like—even if they had been decorating
the gym in the afternoon with their
old clothes on and kerchiefs tied about
their pinned up locks.
Incidentally, we thought that the decorations were alxisit the best we've
seen this year. \Vhite and blue streamers added to the festivity of the occasion. Bunches of balloons were hung
B. Morton Havey, managing editor
up—so closely resembling grapes that
of the Bangor Commercial, will be the
many were plucked from their moorguest speaker at the annual Campus
ings to float—shold we say "wratheditorial and business staff banquet
fully"?—among the dancers.
at the Tarratine Club in Bangor
An impressive ceremony was led by
next Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
Elizabeth Knise, the retiring presiCam/'us keys will be given to the dent of Panhellenic Council, who preretiring editors at the banquet and sented N'irginia Moulton, the new
staff members will be awarded their president, with a bouquet of flowers,
shingles.
We wish Ginny the very hest of luck
on her new venture, and we know that
she can fit very admirably into Betty's
Robert Elwell Named
shoes.
19.11 'Prism' Editor
It seems that in all glad occasions
Robert Elwell, a sophomore in the a few tears must be mixed with the
College of Agriculture, has been ap- laughter. We felt very sad to see the
pointed editor of the 1941 Prism, ac- old sorority presidents go as we turned
cording to an announcement made by to welcome the new ones with much
Irving Pierce, chief accountant of the applause. Each sorority president was
University and Prism faculty adviser. introduced and she, in turn, presented
He will replace Neil Walker, editor of the incoming president with sorority
the 1940 year book. As yet, the office flowers—Rachel Kent, of Delta Delta
of business manager has not been filled. Delta, to Corinne Comstock; MargaElwell was national president of the ret Steinmetz, of Phi Mu to Elizabeth
Future Farmers of America last year, Mosher; Margaret Maxwell, of Chi
appeared in the Maine Masque play, Omega, to Mary Bates; Priscilla
"Our Town." and has been on the staff Bickford, of Alpha Omicron Pi, to
Elizabeth Emery; and Virginia Jewof the Comfits for two years.

'Campus' Staff
To Hear Editor

3 P.M. TODAY

ORONO, MAINE, MAY 2, 1940

Modern Dance Humor and Humaness
Caricatured
Divided in 'Stage Door'
By Faculty
The Maine Masque ably proved 1 Virginia Howe as

With President Arthur A. Hauck
appearing in the diverse roles of an
indian, a freshman, and himself, the
faculty skit, annual feature of Maine
Day, concluded the abbreviated celebration Wednesday night in the Memorial Gymnasium.
The Humphrey-Weidman dance
troupe, commencement, and the 75th
Anniversary exercises all were panned
in the skit, written by Prof. Walter
Whitney, staged by Prof. Harry Watson, and presented by the "Faculty
Modern Dance Club" under the direction of Miss Eileen Cassidy.
The skit, 'High Lights in the History of the University of Maine," included four scenes, "The Founding of
the University," "The University Becomes Coeducational," "Freshman Romance," and "Graduation." Margaret Cromwell accompanied the dancers, Prof. Delwin B. Dusenbury was
interpreter, and Nathaniel Doten was
electrician.
Following the skit students were
guests of the faculty at a stag dance,
with Vatic Akins' orchestra playing.
Earlier in the evening the glee club
and band gave a concert, and Albion
Beverage led community singing.
In the afternoon Estabrooke Hall
was open for inspection, and President Hauck dedicated a tree in honor
of Dean Arthur L. Deering of the
College of Agriculture. The sports
program included a tennis match between the varsity and freshman squads,
which the varsity won, and a baseball
game between Bowdoin and Maine,
which Maine won.

Baseball Came

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine

Vol. XLI

Students Guests
Of Instructors
At Stag Dance

Maine-Northeastern

Sawyer Receives
Tri-Delt Award

Mystery of the 'Pebble'
Unsolved as Freak Persists

Engineers At
Worcester
Four seniors and a junior, students
iu mechanical engineering in the College of Technology of the University
of Maine, are attending with Prof.
Irving H. Prageman meetings of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers at Boston and the session of
the student branch at Worcester Polytechnic Institute at Worcester, Mass.
Both meetings will continue through
SLturday.
The students are Douglas H. Carr
of Dexter, William S. Cook of Tenants Harbor, Philip A. Hutchinson of
West Buxton, Frank S. Martin of
Bath, and Hartley L. Banton of Newport. Hutchinson will speak on "Design of a New Type of Water Brake,"
his senior thesis subject, at the Worcester meeting.

Moving Picture To Show
Factory Production
Methods of production and distribution in modern industry will be shown
by means of a talking picture under
the auspices of the Placement Bureau
on Wednesday, May IS, at 6:30 p.m.
.11 the Little Theatre.
The film, produced under the direction of a professional firm, is designed
to acquaint students and the general
public with latest industrial methods.
The film will be shown through the cooperation of the Fuller Brush Company.
The picture was taken at their Hartford, Conn., plant and will present in
detail production methods in one of
the modern, up-to-clate factories of
New England. Part (if the film will
deal with the company's nation-wide
system of distribution.
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Collegians Greatest
Problem Solved

HANOVER, N.H.—(ACP)—Two
Dartmouth College kitchen workers
recently did what man has been trying
to do since the inception of the pay
By Phil Pierce
telephone—fool a slot machine—when
This corner has heard arguments, they jarred the mechanism of the dinpro and con, about the string quartet's ing hall nickelodeon while moving it.
The machine started to play of its own
playing Beethoven for twenty-four conaccord and reeled off 150 selections
tinuous minutes last Sunday night. without benefit of nickels.
Whether you like Beethoven in twentyAmazed, waiters, workers, and a few
four minute bunches or not is a matter
dazed freshmen encircled the musical
of personal opinion, of course.
cornucopia, watched it play continuWe imagine that the purpose of this
ously for three hours, went home
recital was to find out how the listeners
whistling "The Man Who Comes
felt about it. If you want to know
Around." A distributing firm in Fairwhether or not people like anything,
lee, Vt., was called to repair it. Meanjust try it. You'll find out if they
while an ironic note was attached to
don't like it soon enough.
the machine: "Out of Order."
• * ••

By Martin Scher
The Board of Trustees of the UniMuch attention has been drawn lately
at a recent meeting, made the
versity,
toward Italy's avowed intention to
By University Snoops
following resolutions in recognition of
EEEEE SCOTS° POO NA,CNSL ADVIRATISIMS Ef
Several
enter the European conflict.
Inc.
Service,
Advertising
S.
J.
Dean
late
the
of
National
services
the
Reaction to Spring ...ball playing
Pssociated Coneeiate Press
things must be considered in this conCollege Publzsbers Represewlatrve
Stevens and Professor E. H. Sprague in front of fraternity houses ... people
NEW Yowl'. N.Y. nection. All indications are that she
Distributor of
420 MADISON AVE
to the University of Maine:
SY macros
CSICAGO • 5011505 • LOS
sunning on lawns... strolling around
favors Germany. If this is true, the
JAMES STACY STEVENS
cross country track ...grass stains on
to help the other
Manager, all other corre• best way for her
With a deep sense of bereavement pants ... picnics ... rail sitters in front
Address all business correspondence to the Business
end of the Axis would be to retain and indebtedness, the Trustees of the of the book store.., Linnea Westin's
spondence to the Editor-in-Chief.
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
her present status of non-belligerency, University of Maine record the pass- diamond spells June wedding belles ...
Printed at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
and Art think seven
Advertising Rate 50g per column inch
for in this way she can act as a supply ing of James Stacy Stevens, for over Polly Jellison
Office on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension Si
and weeks is an awfully long time ... Betty
Physics
of
Professor
years
forty
house for the Reich and at the same
from 1905 to 1932 Dean of the Col- Gammons thinks twenty minutes is a
Editor-in-Chief
WARREN B. RANDALL
time prevent the Allies from attack- lege of Arts and Sciences. Coming mighty short time after waiting five
Business
Manager
ing her through the Brenner Pass. to the Maine State College in 1891 months.
PETER J. SKOUFIS
Also, at the present time the Germans as Professor of Physics, he organized
We know now why Helen 111aling
EDITORIAL BOARD
A new Cardoid microphone was used
need of the man
Robert Willetts
Sports Editors do not seem in great
the electrical engineering curriculum was in the clouds this week-end... for the first time on Sunday's musical
Richard Cranch Managing Editor
power that would be just about the and was for a number of years its act- Lucille Maddox and Gordon Murray
discussion with Coach Jenkins, Ted
Paul Ehrenfriedl
Catherine Ward
Corrine Comstock
Associate Editor
only advantageous thing that Italy's ing head. He was one of the founders seeing each other...What were Iczy broadcast. This microphone is manu- Curtis, Don Smith, Bob Bennett, and
Editor
News
Women's
her side would bring. It of the honorary fraternity Phi Kappa Garvin and Maasen doing in that factured by the Western Electric Com- Stan Johnson.
Gwendolyn Weymouth..Society Editor entrance on
News Editor
Charles Leining
would thus seem that Italy is taking Phi and was instrumental in securing ditchf That white lie might have pany especially for musical reproduc- In case our sports editor is interestChandler, Duel Godwin, advantage of the Allies' lack of desire a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at Maine. been embarrassing, Jo ...Congratula- tion. The quality of the reproduction ed, there is an unwritten law of radio
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—David Astor, William Kent, Phyllis Marks,
is far superior to that of the ordinary
to fight on another front, to glean
Rachel
Ingham,
Joseph
tions to Charlotte White and Ed Potprocedure which states that there
Miriam Golden, Alma Hansen,
Dorothy Shiro, a greater degree of economic consid- From 1903 to 1925 he was director of
Scher,
microphone.
Martin
Pierce,
Phillip
Peirce,
Charles
Virginia Pease,
should never be less than three, or more
the Summer Session, which Was built ter...Half the University must have
eration from them, and if she does up and developed largely through his migrated to Bar Harbor Sunday...
William Treat, Raymond Valliere.
than four participants in a round table
Dow, Robert Elwell, enter, she will undoubtedly do so on
Bob Crosby and his orchestra have
STAR REPORTERS—Daniel Caouette, Dorrice
Why is Fritz van Blaisdell called the
discussion broadcast.
leadership.
a
for
search
nation-wide
a
instituted
the side which has the most to offer.
Charlene Perkins, Daniel Roberts.
Dean Stevens was a man of uniform scourge of Colvin!...George Reese sorority song to rival the fraternity Oh well, there has to be a first time
Enman, Patricia Gogan,
to everything. Good luck, Chiefy!
sincerity, courtesy, and upright char- and Eleanor Gleason... budding roReporters--Marion Champenois, Jane Dyer, John
Sigma
4. •
*
Scher, Gerald Schmidt, One of those few reports from acter, clear-sighted, with a fine sense mance...SnOW may be gone, but melody, "The Sweetheart of
Virginia Hill, Dorothy Ouelette, Ida Rolnick, Martin
Chi."
Spain since Franco's victory tells of of humor, and progressive in Isis ideas. Winter still visits the Elms.
Watch out for a Columbia waxing
Mary Scribner, Mary Louise Whit.
the execution of members of a Re- He served his college and the UniRed Lane wants the Campus to say The young maestro of the Dixieland by Teddy Wilson of one of the musical
William Garsoc, Natalie
CUB REPORTERS—Rudolph Conti, John Dimmer,
publican fine arts society for their versity with unfailing devotion and that he's not married ...Reason: he band announced that sorority girls on puns of the year. It's called "A Chip
Doreen
Thompson,
Barbara
Hood, Wayne Hoy, Philip Pierce, Paul Smith,
opposition to the Spanish Fuehrer's had identified his whole life and career wants a date for house parties ...Re- every campus are invited to submit Off the Old Bach" and is a blues numTask.
insurrection. This would seem to
vival week for Ruth McClelland and their club songs for tryout with the ber treated in traditional fugue fashion.
Pierce, Priscilla support the contention held by many with theirs during a longer period than
band before representative col- Albert Tepper, a second-year student
RADIO COMMITTEE—Eleanor Look, chairman, Philip
is allowed to most men. His cultural Jack ...Ike (George Washington) Crosby
people that he has not succeeded in interests and knowledge far exceeded Payson is still singing his theme song legiate groups.
Thurlow.
at the New England Conservatory of
establishing a stable government cap- the limits of his
BUSINESS STAFF
professional field, and "We'll Cut Down the Old Pine "Women now nave the vote, the Music is the author. Just in case you
supLorusso
and
of
confidence
the
able
P.
winning
Louis
Advertising Manager
he was widely known for his publica- Tree"... Pan Hel dance a big suc- barbershop and even the corduroy wondered what music students thought
Milton Herman
port of the people.
slacks, young Mr. Crosby points out. of as they practiced their scales, there's
Advertising Assistant
tions and addresses on such varied cess ... three hundred couples.
Andrews
Frances
Manager
Subscription
What's this We hear about Gower.. "It's high time one or more of their your answer.
Donald Weston
subjects as the English Bible, VictoriCirculation Manager
The latest Gallup survey shows that
Donald Davis
an literature, and American humor. Ire tvere so surprised to hear that he sorority songs won some recognition."
Circulation Assistant
• • $ s s •
though most people in the United
Public opinion will ultimateThe University has already honored took the fatal plunge (It's a big step,
States disapprove of Germany's ScanDean Stevens in the naming of Stevens you know)... Anyway, our congratu- The COMPUS News program is try- ly determine America's position
dinavian adventure, the sentiment
ing something new next wek when in regard to the war. Keep
Hall on the campus and the James lotions to Clary and Anita.
against war has changed very little.
Bob Willetts will have a round table posted.
Stacy
Scholarship.
Stevens
which has Even in the predominantly ScandiOne phase of the recent scandal in state affairs
In recognition of his services to the to whom he endeared himself by his
of the press. navian sections where 95% opposed University of Maine, it is ordered
been rather obscure to the average citizen is the role
friendliness and kindly interest. He
is usually the Reich's actions, the same percent- that this statement shall be entered was always ready to do anything in
it
irregularities
governmental
of
disclosures
In any
age opposed our entrance into the
upon the records of the Trustees and his power to help both students and
war. In the country as a whole,
difficult to obtain a clear, impartial account.
that copies be furnished to members his associates on the faculty.
11 Main St.
has
press
The
against
exception.
participation
were
our
96.3%
The Augusta case has been no
of his family.
In recognition of his services and
as against 96.5% in December of last
journalistic
and favorite restaurant
"meeting-place"
students'
the
The
in
protagonist
Chief
stories.
carried conflicting
EMBERT HIRAM SPRAGUE
devotion to the University of Maine,
DINNERS
"Eve- year. Evidently. America wants to
—
Lewiston
SERVICE
FOUNTAIN
The
News."
Daily
"Bangor
the
been
has
is
it
that
ordered
this
shall
drama
statement
The Trustees of the University
stay out!
the
opposed
has
Connor,
E.
Sam
of Maine record with regret the death, be entered upon the records of the
nin Journal," through its writer,
Generally The election of "Pass the Biscuits on March 9, 1940, of Embert Hiram Trustees and that a copy be furnished
"News' charges and defended the administration.
Pappy" O'Daniels to the governor- Sprague, Professor of Sanitary Engi- to Mrs. Sprague.
speaking, other papers in the state have been relatively neutral.
I
Have your Spring Cleaning
I
of Texas and the more recent neering. Professor Sprague was apship
expose
the
in
efforts
To the average observer, the "News'"
Domat
of an efficient, progres- pointed to the University faculty as
displacement
appear wholly disinterested and altruistic. If these appearances sive mayor in the city of Milwaukee Associate Professor of Civil EngiIII k I
are correct, the intentions of the Bangor paper are indeed laud- by a handsome baritone leads one to neering in 1915 and was elevated to
the rank of Professor in 1921. He
hURt,1 1 I I \
MILL STRELT
I
1.1li
a
such
expect
headline
as
"President
able.
served as head of the Department of
Truly, many facts point to its credit. It is assumed that from Impeached as He Gets Laryngitis," Civil Engineering from 1926 to 1934
rlothc..rc I ).0
to appear in the newspapers any day
some reliable source the paper gained these suspicions and em- now. The more serious aspect of when lie was named Professor of
Stind:as Li \ 1 2
ployed Mr. Chapman, an accountant, at their own expense. He these occurrences, however, is the Sanitary Engineering. He was a
Headquarters for
Ie
t
found several inconsistencies which were presented to the readers growing tendency toward popular sup- member of many scientific and engiawl We
neering
societies,
on
serving
efficiently
port
whose
of
only
demagogues
politarticles.
page
in a series of front
MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
many
and National committees.
Governor Barrows recognized these charges by employing a ical ability or foresight consists of a In local
framed mottoes and gifts
his
field
chosen
and
Professor
mustache or a folio of old-fashioned
private accounting firm to audit the state books. Then followed songs.
Sprague had the respect and confidence
are at
the very coincidental discharge of a gun in the hands of Mr.
of his colleagues. He won the affecfacts
(
revealed
TEST,'
Runnells, state controller. Subsequent events have
Primo Camera, former heavyweight tion and admiration of his students
HARDWARE
that will undoubtedly lead to the arrest of Mr. Runnels in the boxer, who became a naturalized
11
It 50i
& VARIETY
Frenchman during his career, was
near future.
PLUMBING & HEATING
We Pay Postage on any 1-lb. box or
ordered
arrested as a deserter recentthe
startled
disclosures
these
of
To assert that the amplitude
Saturday Special at
31-37 11111 St, Oros*
over. NON taking orders.
ly. The way things have been going
"News" no less than their readers is prabably no injustice to the for the Allies lately, it looks as though
newspaper. It seems unfair to question the paper's sincerity of they need a little of his one-two punch.
2 doz. Fresh Eggs and
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University of Maine

Colle6ide Digest

Altruistic or Selfish?

jonason's Restaurant

HILLSON'S TAILOR SHOP
<JR,.

all

PARKS'

PENNEVS

purpose after it has so nobly revealed the dishonesty and inefficiency within our state government.
But steady readers of the "News" must certainly have been
more than mildly astonished at this sudden burst of social-consciousness. Rather than the prow essive, reforming newspaper
which this campaign might indicate, it has always been strictly
conservative. Its devotion to the Republican party has been
almost rabid. Rarely has it leveled any damaging criticism at
the administration in power. Frequently it has announced its
choice in the Republican primaries.
In this June's primaries it will obviously throw its support
to Brewster in the senatorial race. Among the gubernatorial
candidates it has voiced no preference, although previously it has
favored Page.
It would be rather unpleasant to detract from the glory of
its service to the state by accusing hte "News" of possessing as
its primary motive in this investigation a desire to aid the candidacy of Mr. Brewster. However, many observers arc of this
opinion. The "News" has flatly denied it.
The truth of the inference is a matter of conjecture, but it
cannot be denied that this investigation stands out in marked
contrast to its previous record.

St
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By Catherine Ward

By Catherine Ward
The precocious children who went
Around the World in Devil' Years
describe their journey through troubled Europe immediately prior to
World War II. Adolescents now, the
"tithe's have to strain to recapture the
spontaneous, childish charm of their
first effort.
(No Place Like Home, John, Richard, and Patience Abbe, Julien Meissner, 255 pp.)
One of the greatest and most dramatic tragedies in history comes to
life. More than a vivid narrative of
a shocking catastrophe, it symbolizes
• William LaPointe of the Bangor the collapse of an era. Excellent
Y.M.C.A. will speak at Vespers Sun- psychological portraits, breathless suspense, gripping drama, place Prechtl
day at 5:15 p.m. on 'Suggestions from
in the distinguished company of our
a Busy Life."
most skillful novelists.
---(Titanic, Robert Prechtl, E. P. Dutc••••"—
Delegates from the Maine Christian ton, 368 pp.)
Association will be sent to the state This novel of a town that has been
New officers of the Y.W.C.A. will Student Christian Movement at the left behind in the march of progress,
at a picnic Bailey Hotnesteacl, Winthrop, May 4-5. corrupt beneath a mask of respectabilibe installed next
at the Ledges. The officers are: Mary
ty, prop-Maids the theme of society's
Boone. president; Barbara Farnham, A revised constitution for the Off. hatred and suspicion of the nonvice president; Florence Cousins, sec- Campus Vomen's organization, pre- conformist. The narrator, Parris
retary; and Elizabeth Peaslee, trea- pared by the executive committee, was Mitchell, a non-conformist himself, is
surer.
presented to the members April 25 at not didactic, but observes with a proCabinet members will be announced a meeting in the M.C.A. building.
fesionally scientific eye the combat
Plans were discussed for the spring between the opposing forces of corat the same time. All members interested in going may sign lip in the dinner-dance to be given Saturday. ruption and idealism in Kings Row.
dormitories for 15 cents. The group May 18. Following the business meetKings Row, Henry Bellamann,
will meet at Balentine at 5 urn. Mon- intr, at uhich Alma Fifield, president, Simon and Schuster, 674 pp.)
day. Albion Beverage will lead sing- presided, several readings were given
by Leona Runion,
Patronize Our Advertisers
ing.

M. C. A.
NOTES

Nichols' Drug Store

1 lb. of Bacon-79e

I lore you in the springtime.
I lore you in the fall.
But when you wear your Arrow shirt
I lore you best of all!

The best way to set off a
coat of tan

GUY LOOKS HIS BEST in an Arrow shirt.
Here's why:

A like a coat. Their easy drape allows

The collar sets better on your neck. The
patterns are worked up by a man who studies
styles in Europe twice a year. And the shirts
don't shrink out of fit (they're SanforizedShrunk --- fabric shrinkage less than 1%).

Casually correct and conservative, these sen-

A

Arrow Dart, with long-wearing fused collar,
$2.25. Other Arrow whites and Arrow patterned shirts, $2 no

VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO

ROW SPORT SHIRTS are actually tailored

plenty of elbow room and adds loads of smartness to your summer get-up.
sibly cut and sewn Arrow sports shirts are
free front doodads, gadgets or wild patterns.
They're color fast and washable...SanforizedShrunk, fabric shrinkage less than 1%. Your
local Arrow dealer has a big stock. $2 up.

413110W SHIRTS
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MAINE'S CHANCES RISE FOR SERIES TITLE
Varsity Track
Opens Against
Boston College

Maine Teams Win Four
Out of Nine Contests
In Week-end of Sports

Colby at Orono Saturday
In Third State Contest)
Northeastern Here Today

A powerful Boston College varsity
track team will entertain the Pale Blue
The Maine varsity baseball team opened its home season with a 12
By J. P. Dimmer
squad in Boston Saturday to open the to 5 sictory over the Bowdoin Polar Bears in the Maine Day encounter
by good fielding and
The past week-end made up one of the busiest in the sports history
outdoor season, with the Eagles heavy May 1. The pitching of Sammy Mann, backed
of the squad, made the win possible, greatly increasrest
of the University of Maine. With the seasons opening in varsity baseball,
the
by
hitting
By Bob Willets
favorites to win.
frehman track, varsity tennis, and varsity golf, and with two entrants
ing Maine's chances in the state series.
Well, I guess it must he spring for sure this time. From the window Boston College is certain of firsts in
in the Penn Relays, well over seventy athletes were engaged in competi.
The Bears' big inning was the third
the
but
in the "Campus" office we can see the track team practicing out on the high jump, discus, shot put, high
tion. The majority of games were played away front home,
in which they scored eight rims.
Ryan
mile.
two
not
and
around,
hurdles,
g
out
low
r
and
boys
the
Maine teams managed to win four out of the nine contests.
see
Alumni Field. It looks good to
Johnny Bower, sophomore, played a
I' Outstanding performances of the worrying about falling in a snow batik or slipping oat a piece of ice. We high jumps a consistent 6 ft. 2 ins.;
(
good game at second base, collecting
by
in
turned
week-end were those
STATE SERIES STANDINGS
see the baseball team going Al Moro hit 157 feet in the discus last four hits out of four trips to the plate.
and
the
of
gym
corner
one
past
out
look
can
Maine's ace weight men, Bob Bennett
P.C.
time. week; Swenson puts the shot regularly Nat Crowley and Harv Whitten also
Won Lost
Team
and Stan Johnson, in the annual Penn through its practice on the diamond—it actually must be spring this
47 feet; Harkins can better 10:10 in turned in good jobs at short stop and
1.000
0
2
Colby
Relay gatnes. Bennett won the 16 lb.
the two mile; and MacNeil in the high third base, respectively.
.500
1
1
Maine
hammer throwing event with a toss
Maine Day
hurdles and Dowd in the lows outclass Statistics: Maine, 12 runs, 12 hits,
.500
1
I
Bates
which broke the seventeen-year-old
To bad that the powers that be ruled that Maine Day should be only Maine's best badly.
0.000
2
3 errors; Bowdoin. 5 runs, 9 hits, and
0
Bowdoin
record for the event, while Johnson a half-holiday, but you have to take what comes, because there isn't much
the 7 errors. Batteries for Maine, Mann,
in
winner
sure
a
is
Smith
Don
the
than
farther
hurled the iron ball
that can be done about it this year. Anyway, one consolation was the
the best the oppo- pitcher, Downes and Bucklin, catchrest of the nationally-known field to Bowdoin game Wednesday afternoon. The boys from Brunswick sure got a 880 and mile. About
sition can offer is Shea, who can do ers; for Bowdoin, Luther and Howie,
take second.
was
right
Kenyon
Coach
them...Maybe
surprise when Maine walked all over
better than a two minute half. Stan pitchers, Haldane, catcher.
The varsity baseball team did not when he said Maine would win the State Series.
Johnson and Bob Bennett should reach
•
•
•
•
•
drop•
•
teams,
other
the
fare as well as
The University of Maine varsity
nearly 180 feet in the hammer.
The
-ohm all four of their contests.
Pale Blue Personality
baseball team settles down to an intenhas
Ehrlenbach
Howie
440
the
In
first game, played at Kingston Rhode
This week the Maine Cantpus salutes a man who holds many honors
chance. Stan Phillips sive campaign next week, meeting
Island found Frank Keaney's Rams and positions... a man who is one of the best known and best liked on just an outside
chance to win the Northeastern, Colby, Bates, and BowTufts
even
an
the
have
of
should
With the cancelling
belting three Maine pitchers, and capithe campus ...Doe Gerrish. Doe is a combination
probably find doin in successive games. The Bears
will
Atwood
100. Bob
match, scheduled for Wednesday of talizing on several errors to smash
of things not often found together, at least
will have to win the majority of these
too fast in the 220.
• educators, and that is the pace a little
if we are to believe a
this week, the Maine tennis squad out an easy 14-1 win. Next the Bears
games to stay in the running for the
competo
return
will
Blaisdell
Ken
were
they
where
to Boston.
scholastic ability as well as athletic prowess.. lie
England and State conference
met Colby yesterday and will meet traveled
two New
again defeated, this time by a 10-2
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, in addition to tition against an old rival in the
titles.
Bates next Tuesday on the home court.
intrain
ankle
an
injured
tally. Although improved, the team
being a letterman in football and baseball. Ile mile. He
has Maine and Northeastern meet for
Although the Pale Blue players were still was hurt by sloppy fielding, and
is president of the senior class and has been presi- mural basketball this winter, and
here May 3. The
not yet reached the point where he the second time
rained out of two matches on the New the Huskies' timely hitting gave the
dent of his class in two previous years.
Huskies won the last encounter ten
Harkins.
challenge
can
Northeastern.
to
the
game
from
England trip, all indications
of scholarship and athletic
A combin •
t) two, partly because of infield errors
Herb Johnson hasn't a ghost of a
ability, coupled with the ability to wear the crown
matches that were played point tow- At New Hampshire the Bears
and weak hitting by Maine. ContinPITCTIFIT SAMMY MANN
Morro.
striking reversal of form,
of fame without being affected plus the person- chance in the discus against
ued improvement in these departments
ards a well-rounded team. Against both showed a
against
shot
the
in
Gorman
has
Neither
obstacle—
ball afield and on the
ally
good
playing
overcome
to
perseverance
ality and
should make today's meeting a more
New Hampshire and Connecticut the mound, but still suffering from lack of
Bill Bower will face a lot
these are the characteristics that make Doe Gerrish a Pale Blue Per- Swenson.
even battle.
Maine players were holding their own scoring punch. In spite of Sammy
of competition in the javelin, and Jake
sonality.
Maine faces one of its most danthe
in
third
a
up
pick
the
in
favored
may
Scrota
be
could
in singles and
Mantis fine six-hit performance,
opponents in Colby here May 4.
gerous
at
loss
hammer.
doubles. Maine suffered a
Maine was beaten 2-0, as the WildYachting
The Mules, with one state series scalp
open.
wide
seems
would
club
jump
yachting
Connecticut when Clark Thurston was cat hurler allowed only three scatbroad
The
Maine
the
that
air
the
over
week
last
We predicted
already on their belt, are seeing viput out of play with a sprained ankle. tered hits.
place up atnong the first to finish in the regatta held at Brown University last Ed Rich will be the favorite in the sions of the state title. To date Coach
should
Weaver
been
have
we
Charlie
since
and
Thurston was the number three man
vault,
time
first
pole
the
Meeting more experienced opposi- Sunday. Well, we are happy to say that for
Roundy's crew has not been very
The golf squad, which returned Sunand a dependable player.
tion, the Maine golf team nevertheless writing this column, one of the predictions came true. The yachting club be right behind him.
impressive in their fielding, but their
For
day from its annual New England trip,
Colby put out a veteran aggregation managed to win one of their three placed fifth in a field represented by twelve colleges from New England.
hitting power has been apparent.
is now practicing in preparation for
headed by Charlie Lord, the state matches. The golfers duplicated the an inland university this is excellent. Another thing that must be taken into
matches with Bowdoin, Bates, and Colchampion. Pinansky, Chase, and feat of the tennis team in defeating consideration is that none of the club members have ever raced together, and
by in the state golf series.
Fredericks are other Colby netmen Rhode Island. but lost to the strong this was the first time this year that they have been on the water. If they keep
The results of the New England
who are returning from the state Boston University and Connecticut on going the way they have, they will eventually become a power to be contrip are as follows: Boston Universiteams.
championship squad.
tended with in New England yachting circles.
•••• * •• •
,,
ty 7-Maine 2; Rhode Island 8/
Stuff
1 2; Connecticut 4-Maine 5. In
Maine /
a winning streak of
Breaking
winning one out of three tests against
While perhaps aviation doesn't come under sports on this campus, twenty-three games, the Maine freshwe might remark in passing that if the University of Maine had a swim- man baseball team defeated Higgins The varsity tennis team defeated the stiff competition without previous pracming team Rees Williams would be a good candidate for the diving Classical Institute seven to three, open- frosh 7 to 2 in a practice match which tice, the golf squad showed a good
positions. It seems that he and an airplane had a little tangle with the ing the season here Thursday on the replaced the match originally sched- chance of winning against the other
uled with Tufts. The frosh looked Maine colleges and of making a good
ground and he won by a nose (dive)... Boy, can't that Don Smith run! home field.
impressive even in defeat, since in showing in the state meet at Augusta,
You might to ace him burning up those cinders ... Jake Serota t-lssed
The Frosh turned the tide in the four of the matches they lost, they May 23 and 24.
the 16 pound hammer 165 feet, which is a good use feet better than
eighth inning, when two pinch hitters forced the varsity players to three
Dean
of
swimming,
speaking
and
...
week
last
did
llowdoin
of
Perkins
Bowdoin seems to have the top team
and a home run by Stan Harvey gave sets. Pratt was outstanding for the
Kimball and Dick Franz got kind of wet at the Brown racing regatta
Quint and frosh, defeating Pierce, and teaming this year. According to present statisLloyd
lead.
the
them
last week, as did the Bowdoin team.
tics, the tournament ‘N ill be a close
Lowell Ward also hit home runs for with Pinansky to defeat Chase and
one, with the into use dependent on
the freshmen in the fifth inning. Gor- Francis. The entire varsity showed
don Tooley pitched the entire game. its ability to come back after losing every match.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Bates and Colby look easier, with a
striking out twelve men.
a set.
better chance for clean wins and soot!
Wilcox pitched the game for Higscores. If Bow doin beats both Bates
NOTICE
gins, with Furtado, Park, and Wilcox
and Colby, however, which is not unscoring fir the visitors.
The Placement Bureau would like likely, the importance of the Maineto hear from women students of the Bowdoin match will be greatly inPeace is the new patriotism. three upper classes who are plan- creased.
ning to spend the summer at a re- Practice is now being held at the
sort. Opportunities are available Penobscot Valley Country Club in
for a limited number of such girls preparation for the first match. Hank
to obtain part-time employment dur- Pryor. number one man, is not certain
ing the vacation. If any are inter- of competing in all the meets but will
ested, please see Mr. Brockway at play in the more important ones. In
12 Fern•lil Hall this week.
MITT TOPS S MOST ILICLUSIVS MOTEL
addition, Larry Burney, Horace BraPLSIDINCI TOP YOUNG MOISES
cy, Buzz Tracy, Don Griffee, and
Dan Caouette, who made the New
England trip, will he available.
Also due Pi play are Fenderson and
Gene Littlefield, Mgr.
Pratt. An important match of the
8230
Tel.
61 Main St.
season will he the New England chantWe specialize in
pimships May 17 and 18 at Oakley,
.9
Lubrication
Mass.

Defeats Bowdoin

Tennis Team
Meets Colby,
Bates Here

Golf Squad
Prepares for
State Tourney

Frosh Defeat
Varsity Tennis
Higgins In
Season Opener Squad Defeats
Freshmen

ea tettl-th
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1
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The familiar Telephone Directory is America's No. I
Reference Book—consulted millions of times a day by
men, women and children in every walk of life.
Besides being "America's Calling List,"it is also one
of the most helpful buying guides. In the classified
"Where to Buy It" section (yellow pages) you will find
the names,addresses,and telephone numbers of dealers
who sell what you want—many of them listed under the
trade marks of scores of nationally advertised brands.
This idea is one of many pioneered by the Bell
System to increase the value of your telephone ors ice.

"Delicious and refresh-

ing." These arc thc reasons
why the pause that refreshes
with ice-cold Coca-Cola is
America's favorite moment.
Everybody welcomes the
pleasing taste of Coca-Cola
and the happy after-sense of
complete refreshment.

PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under whom, of 7 he in.••( oh( o he
Why not telephone home often 2 Rates to most
points are lowest any night after 7 P. M. and all
day Sunday.

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS. INC.
15 Perkin, St., Bangor, Main•

College women accustomed to the
refinements of living prefer living
in The Barbizon Manner . . . and
understandably so, for at The Bar.
bison they can continue the cultu•
ral interests, the physical activities
they most enioy.
No other hotel offers so much.
For relaxation . . daily recitals
end lectures . . . music and art
studio.... a fine library. For recreration ... swimming pool ... gym•
riasium ... squash courts ... sun
deck . . . terraces. When you add
to these, convenience to schools,
Important business centers, art gal.
lone*, museums and theatres, you
understand why college women
prefer living at The Barbizon.
•
700 rooms. each with a radio
Tariff from $250 pet day
hom $12 per week
Write for &uteri;tiro bookhot"C"

•

DODGE CLOTHES
-Tuxedos lot IM Junior Prom

College liomen Prefer
...The Barbizoo

•••

Perham's Service Station I

$16.75 — Factory to you
SUITS, TOPCOATS, REVERSIBLES

One low price

Bangor

89 Main Street
111

Drop in at PAT'S during and after
the Junior Protn

Farnsworth's Cafe

FOR BETTER CAR VALUES—NEW AND OLD
SEE

Utterback & Gleason
Now is the Time to Buy Johnson Motors
BANGOR
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America's Busiest Corner
Chicago's Madison and State
Streets, where Officers HARRY
KLEPSTEEN and THOMAS McGINTY
keep the traffic moving. And
at every corner CHESTERFIELD
is America's busiest cigarette
because smokers have found
them Definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting.

AMERICAS
BUSIEST
CIGARETTE

SKULLS
(Continued from Page One)

alumnae activities of her alma mater.
Miss McAfee began college teaching
in 1923 in the field of economics and
sociology at Tusculum College, Greensville, Tenn. She was a tutor in economics at the Bryn Mawr school for
women in industry in 1927. She became dean of women and professor of
sociology at Centre College in Kentucky and then in 1932 the Vassar
alumnae secretary. In 1934 she was
appointed dean of college women at
Oberlin, whence she was called to
Wellesley in 1936 to succeed the retiring president, Ellen F. Pendleton.
President .McAfee is a trustee of
Yenching University, China, of several Massachusetts schools, and vice
president of the Associated Boards of
Christian Colleges in China. She is
a member of the executive committee
of the Association of American Colleges, the committee on student personnel work of the American Council
on Education, the council of the Boston branch of the Foreign Policy Association, and the Cosmopolitan Club
of New York City.

scorer on the basketball team.
Tracy is chairman of the Junior
Prom committee, a member of the
Maine Day committee, of Scabbard
and Blade, and of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Whitten is a varsity baseball and
basketball player. He is president of
Phi Eta Kappa.
The Skulls who tapped in the new
members were William S. Bower,
Kenneth G. Burr, Edward J. Cook,
Philip E. Curtis, Richard C. Dyer,
Harold A. Gerrish, Stanley F. Johnson, Malcolm W. Roberts, Donald C.
Smith, and William W. Treat.

Turn about is fair play: The University of Texas' newly-imported
Spanish instructor had a difficult time
learning the American language. So
one of the co-eds in his class is giving him regular lessons—and reports
he's doing quite well, thank you.
(A.C.P.)

Chesterfield
•.• today's definitely milder... coolersmoking... better-tasting cigarette

When you buy a pack of cigarettes, give
it the smoker's perfect quiz ... Is it mild?
Is it cool? Does it taste better? If you do
that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield
because Chesterfield has all the answers.
Their blend of the best tobaccos grown,
their size, shape and the way they burn,
all help to make Chesterfield America's
Busiest Cigarette.

Make your next pack Chesterfield
You can't buy a better Cigarette
Cneyright 1940,
Licorarr & Myna TOBACCO CO.

JANEL'S
56 State St., Bangor
Complete Photo Supplies
Discount to students
Fine grain developing

%tinils. Nisi., 12
Our Beautiful Assortment of
HALLMARK MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
are now on display
We are also prepared to take orders on

All nationally advertised
1. pen and pencil sets, watches
and electric shaven are
sold here

We pay postage
Come in early!
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Y.M.C.A. convention at the Smith
Homestead at Winthrop, Tuesday,
April 30.
Dean Allen stated that he believed
that the Y.M.C.A. convention was the
best in many years and that it was an
indication of real progress throughout
the state.

Donald Goodchild was elected president of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity
this week. Other officers included
Kenneth Blaisdell, vice president;
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority held Waldemar Littlefield, secretary; and
its spring informal dance in the form Thomas Moore, treasurer.
of a Sadie Hawkins party at the Alumni Gymnasium on April 27.
Those foresters who were initiated
The committee in charge of arrange- into Xi Sigma Pi, honorary forestry
ments consisted of Mary Scribner, fraternity, were Stephen Jackson, Jacob Scrota, Angelo Zieno, Ormond
Mary Cooper, and Frances Rhoda.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Staples, Frank Golden,'Warren McJames McClure and Mr. and Mrs. Nile, E. L. Moore, and William Goodrich.
Edgar Bogan.

NOTICE

Campus Calendar

ghe Ritz-Foley Hotel

Patronize Our Advertisers
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

Four Years
• • •
A minimum of two years of collegst
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships
available to college graduates.
LL B. Degree conferred
Admits men and women
47 MT. VERNON ST., BOSTON
Near State Rouse

EVENING DRESSES and COSTUME JEWELRY

OPERA HOUSE
Soo- Mon., Tues., Weil.
May 54-7-8
Hi-Yo Silver!

TRW
5

PERFUMES

EVENING SKIRTS
at

ORONO

Thurs., May 2
Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea

"PRIMROSE PATH"

Featuring
Radio's own
Jack Benny
Rochester
Carmichael
Mary Livingstone
Dennis Day
Phil Harris
and
Orchestra

Fri. & Sat., May 3-4
Deanna Durbin in

Starts Sat., Sun., Mon., TUrs.
May 4-54-7
Pulitzer Prize Play

PURSES

EVENING SWEATERS

"BUCK BENNY RIDES
AGAIN"

BANGOR

EVENING BAGS

EVENING WRAPS
HANKIES

BIJOU
NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

University Store Co.

Dean Edward Allen and Mr. Albion

P. Beverage attended the Maine State

"Buffum's"

Round's Jewelry Store

SAN-MAN and
SCIIRAFFTS' MOTH ER'S DAY (:IIOCOLATES

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—(ACP)—Designed to give students a voice in the
conduct of their courses and the method of presentation of subject matter,
a five-mati student committee has been
appointed by the men's student government of Syracuse University to
hear and correlate all suggestions,
inquiries, and complaints and present
them to the proper administrative
authorities.
Suggestions for improvement of
subject matter or classroom presentation and complaints against texts or
instructors will be handled by the
committee, to be known as the suggestion and inquiry committee. Petty
or insincere complaints will be disregarded. Students must submit their
suggestions or complaints in writing
to the committee. All communications
must be signed, but the signatures
will not be made known to any but
the committee. Material will go to
the deans of the respective colleges,
or to administrative officers, unsigned,
according to the plan.

Pi Beta Phi held its annual initiation banquet Saturday evening, April
27, at the White House Inn in Milford,
with twenty-eight members present.
Speakers Amy Wood, Lois White,
Lois Stinson, Ruth Briggs, Elizabeth
Grady, Miriam
Holden, Cherry
Thorne, Dorothy Willard, and Gloria
Miniutti used the letters in Pi Beta
Phi for their topics which were
"Party," "Interest," "Banquet," "Eagerness," "Tension," Acceptance,"
"Pledging," "Helpful Hints," and
"Initiation."

There are many unclaimed articles now at the Registrar's office,
May 2
including fountain pens, pencils, Thursday
slide rules, keys, note books, gloves, 7:15 Canatits Broadcast
mittens, scarfs, kerchiefs, purses, 8:00 Bangor Symphony Concert at
Bangor City Hall
beads, bracelets, 3 pair glasses,
drawing set, 1943 class picture, Friday
May 3
Patronize Our Advertisers
blue prints, pocket magnifying 9:30 Junior Assembly at Memorial
glass, brown suede jacket, 3 men's
Gym
hats, text books, "North to the
1:00 Cantina Meeting
Orient."
Dune and his smiling
8:30 Junior Prom
clerks are anxious to
Phi Eta Kappa Vic Party
If you have lost any of above
serve you at the
please call before the end of the Saturday
May 4
school year.
1:30 M.O.C. Trip to Pickerel Pond
FIRST NATIONAL STORES
Start from Winslow
MILL. ST.
ORONO
NOTICE
Elms Vic Party
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic Party
Lengyel announced
•
• Miss Helen A.
Phi Eta Kappa Vic Party
that all spring season physical edu•
ou iii,i look a. good a.. ',our
Tau Epsilon Phi Dance at
We are at your Service
111
on
Wednescation classes will start
Bangor Hebrew Center
A safe place to economies
drop in and (.11`t•
day, May 8. Freshmen and sophoJunior-Senior Home Econoniics
When you think of food
es will register on Tuesday afBanquet at Merrill
BILL CASEY
think of Myers
May 5
ternoon in Alumni Gymnasium.
Sunday
ORONO, ME.
STRAND THEATRE
Phone 225 - 403
8:30 Freshman Breakfast hi
•
Balentine
• Keep America out of War.
4:15 Vesper Services in
Little Theatre
7:30 Vanguards Meeting at Loft of
Beauty at
DENTISTRY
Fellowship Church
The field of dentistry today
May 6
Monday
atstudents
an
offers to college
Preliminary registration in
tractive career. It provides a
The ultimate in personal service
worthy intellectual challenge, a
Arts and Sciences for one
33 Main Street
Tel. 95
life of professional service with
week
satisfactory income, and an opMay 7
Tuesday
portunity for research and teaching in this division of medical
6:30 Cum/'us Banquet at Tarratine
science and art.
Club in Bangor
The University of PennsylMay 8
Wednesday
vania has prepared more than
6:30 All-Maine Women's Banquet
six thousand graduates who are
occupying positions of imporat the Bangor House
tance in the profession throughRESTAURANT
out the world. Its course of inNOTICE
struction is of the highest order.
Anyone intersted in this pro"Famous for Fine Foods"
There %ill be an Episcopal C
fession as a life work is invited
mutlitttt in the M.C.A. building MI
to apply for further information
to
Sunday, May 5th, at 9 a.m. Father
Bangor, Maine
18-20 State Street
The Dean of the
Gordon Gillett will officiate. FolSchool of Dentistry
lowing the sersice, breakfast is ill he
University of Pennsylvania
served.
40th & Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Students Given Chance
To Criticize Syracuse
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"IT'S A DATE"
Kay Francis, Walter Pidgeon
News—Information Please
Sun., May 5

ARrIOLD
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"IT ALL CAME TRUE"
Ann Sheridan, Jeffrey Lynn
News—Novelty
Mon., May 6
"THE HOUSE ACROSS
THE BAY"
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Joan Bennett, Geo. Raft
Cartoon—Comedy—Travel'

"ABE LINCOLN IN
ILLINOIS"

Tues., May 7
This is the "Big Me"
Don't he sorry! Be here!
Showing
Martha Raye—Chas. Ruggles in

with
Raymond Mar

"THE FARMER'S
DAUGHTER"

TIIE RANGER
in
Tan Calf
White and Brown
White and Blue
Natural Linen & Tan

Wed., Thurs., Fri.

Coniedy—Cartoon—Novelty

"BEYOND
TOMORROW"

Wed., May 8
Chas, Laughton, Vivien Leigh

Every Arnold Authentic style combines good looks with complete
comfort. The more active you are,
the better you'll like them.

with
Charles Winninger
Harry Carey

"SIDEWALKS OF
LONDON"

HUB SHOE STOR

News—March of Time

Exclusive with
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44 Main St., Bangor

